
6th Grade Science Summer Activity 

Week 9 Organizing Living Things 
Parent 
Information 

Linnaeus was the first scientist to develop a system of grouping living things.  His 
system only included plants and animals, but it provides the basis for the system 
used today.  It includes seven levels:  Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, 
Genus and species.  Linnaeus also began a system of naming organisms using the 
last two groups, Genus and species.  This ensures that all living things have their 
own unique name and helps to avoid confusion between scientists.  An 
organism’s scientific name is always written as Genus species, or if handwritten, 
it is underlined.   

Benchmark SC.6.L.15.1 Analyze and describe how and why organisms are classified 
according to shared characteristics with emphasis on the Linnaean system 
combined with the concept of Domains. 

Objective Student will be able to explain why scientists classify organisms and how they 
assign scientific names.  Student will able to explain Linnaean classification, and 
how it has been modified in the present to include Domains.    

Duration 1 - 2 hours.  
Materials 1. Poster or large piece of cardboard 

2. Nature Magazines (or internet access and printer) 
3. Glue 
4. Scissors 
5. Crayons, markers or colored pencils 

Procedures 1. Cut out or print as many pictures of plants, animals, bacteria, insects, any 
living thing that interests you. Make sure you record the scientific name 
and as much of the classification information of each organism you 
choose.   

2. Arrange your pictures on your poster board without looking at the 
names.   Imagine you are Linnaeus.  Try to group your organisms by 
similar characteristics. 

3. When you finish arranging your organisms, look at the information for 
each one.   

Discussion Questions: 
1. Were you correct in your classification?   
2. Where were your mistakes? 
3. What information were you missing? 
4. How does this experiment illustrate the scientific process? 
5. Today, scientists have added a level ABOVE Linnaeus’ Kingdom, called the 

DOMAIN.  There are three domains.  Use your nature magazines, text 
book or computer to research these domains.  Where do your organisms 
fit in these three domains?   

6. Do you think Linnaeus would agree with today’s classification system?  
Why or why not?  

 
 



6th Grade Science Summer Activity 

FCAT 
Practice 

Two organisms, Ursus arctos and Ursus americanus arrive at the Miami Zoo.  The 
zookeepers want to know if these two organisms can be housed together since 
their names are so similar.  What is your answer? 

A. Yes, these organisms are the same species, so they can live together. 
B. No, these organisms are not in the same kingdom, so they cannot live 

together. 
C. These organisms are in the same genus, but are not same species, so 

they cannot live together. 
D. Since these organisms are in the same genus, they can live together.   

                                                                                  Answer: C 
Extra Help http://animals.howstuffworks.com/dinosaurs/dinosaur-evolution1.htm 
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